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	Rick Abel's recent studies of the rule of law and War on Terror extend an enquiry begun in late apartheid South Africa. As he writes in the Preface to Law's Wars, the USA appeared to possess all manner of comparative advantages: a written constitution, a non-racial franchise, judges appointed by different political parties, a vibrant and aggressive media, and a powerful and well-funded NGO sector.​[1]​ Yet in Politics by Other Means (1995) Abel had shown how even in 1980s South Africa, which lacked all these features, the law could still be used, with painstaking effort, to gradually dismantle the legislative and administrative apparatus of Grand Apartheid. Abel's, however, was not a simple story of legal heroism. He did not celebrate lawyers as 'freedom fighters'.​[2]​ In fact, he wrote, '[l]aw, like any other resource, augments and strengthens existing inequalities of wealth and power'.​[3]​ He described how the apartheid government used core procedural components of the rule of law against its internal opposition, and created 'legal' forms dispensing with these components in other cases.​[4]​ Following E.P. Thompson, Abel argued for law's 'potential nobility', but refused to deny its 'class-bound and mystifying functions'.​[5]​

	Perhaps the central conclusion of Politics by Other Means was, indeed, a sober one: that law had consistently proved 'more effective as a shield than a sword'.​[6]​ 'Reactive' opposition strategies - such as postponing forced removals, or demanding damages - were ultimately more telling than celebrated 'test cases' designed to restructure the apartheid state or mandate specific performances.​[7]​ This conclusion need not always hold true. For Abel 'context is all'.​[8]​ For example, whilst his analysis of apartheid generally downplayed the importance of judges' personalities, 'the most important conclusion' of his recent books is that political parties in the USA have appointed judges with significantly different attitudes towards state abuses.​[9]​ 'Each case is idiosyncratic', and 'strategies that work in one time and place may be ineffective in another'.​[10]​ Yet Abel had hoped nonetheless to 'offer lessons to those resisting other oppressive regimes'.​[11]​ And nowhere are his claims broader in scope than when underscoring the limits to law's offensive power.​[12]​ Law as a sword, he wrote, was 'two-edged'.​[13]​ My central contention is that this conclusion still holds true in South Africa today, despite numerous caveats necessary to account for a radically altered political and constitutional context.

	During the Presidency of Jacob Zuma (2009-2018) South Africa's Constitutional Court (ZACC) 'emerged as one of the few meaningfully independent institutions in the country'.​[14]​ Civil society organisations continually sought its assistance to fight what became known as 'state capture': the regime's attempt to protect its (corrupt) interests by placing pliant personnel in government ministries, state-owned enterprises, and constitutionally-protected independent institutions.​[15]​ The demise of Zuma's increasingly disastrous Presidency was, eventually, precipitated by a ZACC ruling that he had breached the constitution by failing to implement the recommendations of a Public Protector's report.​[16]​ The first paragraph of this ruling, read live on national television, asserted boldly that 'constitutionalism, accountability and the rule of law constitute the sharp and mighty sword that stands ready to chop the ugly head of impunity off its stiffened neck'.​[17]​





	The reality of the African National Congress (ANC) in exile frequently belied its self-presentation as a disciplined liberation movement.​[22]​ Yet when it came to power, under Presidents Mandela (1994-9) and Mbeki (1999-2007), bureaucratic tendencies at least constrained increasingly violent and volatile competition for patronage.​[23]​ A top-down developmentalism reconciled Marxisant rhetoric with liberal globalisation (indeed the Communist Party still remains in the ruling alliance).​[24]​ Jacob Zuma, however, preferred a different style. Head of the ANC Intelligence Department during late apartheid, Zuma had mastered a 'boss politics' that blended persuasion and coercion to bring warring parties to the negotiating table.​[25]​ These skills proved invaluable when negotiating peace in Kwa-Zulu Natal during the post-apartheid transition, but would become catastrophic when used to manage a complex bureaucratic-capitalist state.​[26]​ Mbeki's allies tried to  prevent Zuma's accession by waging 'lawfare' against him in South Africa's courts. Prosecutions aired a series of (apparently well-founded) corruption allegations, centering on an arms deal brokered by Zuma early in his Deputy Presidency (1999-2005).​[27]​ 

	Nonetheless, Zuma's 'patronage faction' gained control of the ANC in December 2007.​[28]​ They did so running on a broadly Left platform, supported by most trade unions and the ANC Youth League.​[29]​ The ANC 'recalled' Mbeki in 2008, replacing him with Kgalema Motlanthe until Zuma could run for office in 2009.​[30]​ Straightaway, however, the future President's supporters began appointing pliant staff to key agencies, protecting Zuma from prosecution and shielding his associates' business interests from investigation. In 2008 the ANC disbanded the Scorpions: a independent unit in the National Prosecution Agency (NPA) fighting corruption and organised crime. Other 'captured' institutions included the NPA itself and the South African Revenue Service (SARS). The economic interests of Zuma's associates and the ANC patronage faction were protected by the new leadership of Transnet and ESKOM (the state-owned telecommunication and electricity providers). A nearly-signed $76 billion deal for a Russian-run nuclear plant came close to bankrupting South Africa. Such predation was legitimised by accountants (including KPMG), public relations firms (including the UK's notorious Bell Pottinger) and media outlets created by the Gupta business family to promote Zuma's agenda (notably the ANN7 news network and New Age newspaper). These outlets dressed state capture in radical clothing by branding it as an assault on 'white monopoly capital'. 

	Not all of Zuma's appointments worked as planned. Thuli Madonsela - appointed in 2009 to the post of Public Protector, an ombud position constitutionally mandated to protect democracy - would play a crucial role in his downfall. And Mogoeng Mogoeng, appointed as Chief Justice in 2011, proved not to be the 'sweet-heart appointment' that some court-watchers feared.​[31]​ Indeed Mogoeng turned the Constitutional Court into a bastion of resistance to state capture. Some defenders of the bureaucratic state also clung on to their posts, despite threats and disciplinary proceedings on (often) contrived grounds. Some targeting of these figures was co-ordinated by the captured Crime Intelligence division of the South African Police Force: an agency charged with counter-terrorism and operating with much of the same secrecy and opacity described in Abel's recent work on the USA.​[32]​ At times intelligence agencies turned the language of state capture against those resisting it. The best-known example was their claim late in 2014 that SARS harboured a 'rogue unit': an allegation aimed at supporters of Pravin Gordhan (a former SARS Commissioner and Minister of Finance who became a poster-child for good government).​[33]​ On other occasions Crime Intelligence preferred the language of the 'war of terror'. Anwa Dramat - a former member of the ANC's armed wing, and ex-prisoner on Robben Island - was suspended as head of the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation after being accused of the illegal 'rendition' of Zimbabweans to their home country (a crime unknown in South African law). Another liberation struggle veteran, Robert McBride, was purged from the Independent Police Investigative Directorate after resisting the campaign against Dramat.​[34]​ Dramatically, this new Rule Of Law hero in South Africa had once been a hate figure in white society; another former member of the ANC's armed wing, he had been jailed for bombing a bar in 1986, and amnestied by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

The Rule of Law in Exceptional Times

	Almost every one of these appointments, suspensions and redeployments was challenged in court. Both government and opposition waged constant 'lawfare'.​[35]​ At times plaintiffs deployed law as a shield, using due process to contest suspensions and removals. At other times they turned it into a sword, challenging the rationality of appointments and reshuffles. This latter possibility flows from post-apartheid South Africa's expansive Bill of Rights. The ZACC judges have read the Bill in 'activist' mode, holding that all exercises of public power are justiciable. They have demanded substantive rationality, procedural fairness, and even reason-giving. South Africa has no 'political question' doctrine, shielding discretion from review. And whilst 'deference' and a 'separation of powers' are often invoked, the first places no limits on justiciability and the second has little precise content.​[36]​ The result, in exceptional times, and amid state capture, is an extraordinarily activist jurisprudence.​[37]​ Judges have even asked for the reasons behind cabinet reshuffles - notably that removing Pravin Gordhan from the Ministry of Finance in 2017 - an intrusion into executive prerogative unthinkable in most jurisdictions.​[38]​

	In earlier, more ordinary times, the ZACC had only made sparing use of powers it had granted itself. Unlike most of the legal profession at the dawn of democracy, its newly-appointed judges were liberal-left in outlook, sympathetic to the ANC and acting in 'fundamental solidarity' with the other branches of government.​[39]​ Their desire to avoid conflict with the new authorities was clearest in the area of socio-economic rights. Abel had written that 'litigation … as a shield … might win rights to residence but not the jobs, housing, schools, transportation, or safety necessary to make residence viable'.​[40]​ The 1996 constitution promised, however, to grant rights to health, housing and education that provided precisely those goods. Yet the judges in Johannesburg eventually opted against a 'minimum core' approach, specifying exactly what government had to provide. Instead they settled for mere reasonableness review.​[41]​ Perhaps the most the spectacular example of litigation changing policy was the Treatment Action Campaign's obtention of a comprehensive national programme to combat mother-child transmission of HIV. This victory was, however, effectively won before the case reached the ZACC. In the media spotlight, and facing an organised campaign co-ordinated with churches and unions, government had already conceded the principle.​[42]​ Law as a sword had thus proved most powerful when combined with other (political) weapons.

	This 'fundamental solidarity' between government branches started eroding during Zuma's Presidency.​[43]​ Judicial activism was not the only catalyst. NGOs and opposition parties began litigating regularly when faced with a parliament unwilling to scrutinise state capture and administrative failure. By March 2017 the ANC Secretary-General candidly admitted that 'the very fact that the courts are playing a more interventionist role in governance is reflective of our role in abdicating our governance responsibilities'.​[44]​ An extreme example was the 2014 AllPay case, which concerned a tender to distribute welfare grants to 17 million South Africans. The ZACC ruled that the tender had been irregularly awarded, and (more controversially) proposed an innovative remedy allowing the tender to be re-run under judicial supervision. As Okpaluba and Mhango put it, it 'would be difficult to conceive of an argument that … [these] interdicts ... were non-intrusive'.​[45]​ Even the Court itself has recently conceded that it is 'pushing at its limits' of its powers in correcting unlawful administrative action this way.​[46]​ The Johannesburg judges had long been criticised - especially (but not only) by lawyers trained under the old order - for an 'outcomes-based' jurisprudence that failed to clarify legal principle.​[47]​ But such criticisms have now become harder to ignore. As argued by one of the Court's clerks during AllPay, it was at least 'unfortunate' that the majority refused to specify exactly how the courts should seek to 'correct' for government failure in similar cases.​[48]​ And it is very unclear how lower courts with higher case loads could ever to hope to exercise such supervision. In this sense, once again, there are limits to law's offensive powers.​[49]​

	The most politically-charged debates about precedent have concerned the Office of Public Protector. These debates followed the ZACC's famous attempt in Economic Freedom Fighters (2016) to 'chop the ugly head of impunity off its stiffened neck' (see above). The immediate context was a report issued by Thuli Madonsela in March 2014. Entitled Secure in Comfort, it concluded that President Zuma had used state resources to improve his private homestead at Nkandla.​[50]​ (A month later Time Magazine listed Madonsela among the world's 100 most influential leaders). It rejected claims that these were legitimate 'security upgrades'. Most infamously, a swimming pool - complete with deep end and shallow end - had been labelled a 'firepool' for firefighting. Madonsela ordered that the state be paid back for the improvements. Her remedies, however, were set aside by an ad hoc parliamentary committee. In early 2016 opposition parties overturned this decision at the ZACC. The Court found that the President was bound by the Public Protector's remedial actions, and had breached the constitution by failing to comply. It held that Madonsela's decisions could only be set aside by a court of law.​[51]​ This was a landmark ruling. The most common criticism of the Public Protector's office had centered precisely around the law's failure to make its remedial actions binding.​[52]​ The only sign that this could change dated from months beforehand, when an 'agitated' Supreme Court of Appeal - likely frustrated by government persistently ignoring court orders - ruled that such actions were merely binding 'in this matter' [italics in original].​[53]​





	In Economic Freedom Fighters the ZACC described the Public Protector as 'the embodiment of a biblical David … one of the true crusaders and champions of anti-corruption'.​[60]​ In saying so, however, the judges may not have anticipated 'the possibility of a lapdog Public Protector'.​[61]​ Their precedent could be used very differently by a new appointee. Thuli Madonsela's stint ended in October 2016. Her last report, State of Capture, recommended a judicial enquiry into improper influence on the Zuma administration, which judges eventually obliged a reluctant outgoing President to institute.​[62]​ Madonsela's replacement, Busisiwe Mkhwebane, was appointed by parliamentary majority without controversy.​[63]​ Over time, however, she has become strongly suspected of representing the the ANC 'patronage' faction's interests. She has clashed repeatedly with new President Cyril Ramaphosa and Pravin Gordhan, whom Ramaphosa had quickly appointed as Minister of Public Enterprises in order to distance himself from the corruption of the Zuma years (somewhat embarassingly, he had been Deputy President at the time). Mkhwebane has revisited allegations of a 'rogue unit' at the South African Revenue Service (see above), ordering Ramaphosa to discipline Gordhan for his involvement. And she has investigated donations to Ramaphosa's 2017 campaign for the ANC presidency, including some from businesses implicated in state capture.​[64]​ These actions have converted some of the Public Protector's fiercest critics under Zuma into its most fervent supporters.​[65]​ And of course, when Ramaphosa and his supporters have resisted Mkhwebane's rulings, she has been able to point to the ZACC's famous judgement that her remedial actions are binding. Michelle le Roux and Dennis Davis (a High Court judge) have summarised the situation: 

'[This] ... shows how adjudication is inherently political in nature, responsive to its contemporaneous context. The [Constitutional] court's uncompromising endorsement of the binding nature of the Public Protector's powers … was applauded and welcomed - when Madonsela was its occupant. However, once Mkhwebane took over … she, perhaps understandably, relied on the Nkandla judgement for justification for her far-reaching remedial action[s]. The latitude and authority defined by the Nkandla decision were then abused by the current Public Protector […] This reflects the danger inherent in far-reaching court decisions on political questions in a system of precedent: what is desirable in one set of circumstances involving certain individuals can be wholly disastrous when circumstances change or other people are appointed.'​[66]​

	There is debate, however, about how far some judges have felt constrained by this (inconvenient) precedent. One sympathetic interpretation of the ZACC is that it has always prioritised 'constitution-building' partnerships over strict precedent and principle, so we would expect to see it change its jurisprudence if it changes its assessment of the President and Public Protector's commitments to constitutional values.​[67]​ Mkhwebane, certainly, has regularly complained that the courts have treated her differently from Madonsela.​[68]​ And Woolman, for one, has used the fact that judges have effectively 'cabined' Mkhwebane to argue that her 'star chamber-like constellation of powers ought not to be feared'.​[69]​ The ZACC has even found the Public Protector personally liable for costs, finding she acted dishonestly.​[70]​ On at least one other occasion the High Court has set aside her remedial actions after finding them inter alia as 'a breach of the separation of powers doctrine'.​[71]​ (This is of course the same 'separation of powers doctrine' whose very unsuitability for South African conditions Woolman used to justify the ZACC's granting of expansive powers to the Public Protector.) 

	The implications of this changed political context have created controversy on the bench. ZACC judges, in particular, have issued a greatly increased number of (acrimonious) dissenting judgements in recent years.​[72]​ The most famous of these, issued by Chief Justice Mogoeng - who had previously signed numerous strikingly intrusive judgements -  described an order that Parliament create an impeachment mechanism for Zuma as 'a textbook case of judicial overreach - a constitutionally impermissible intrusion by the judiciary into the exclusive domain of Parliament'.​[73]​ At least one commentator saw this as an indication that 'Mogoeng is looking to the future and the possibility of a level of governance where it would be counterproductive to the democratic development of the country for courts to play as active a role as they have under the constitutional delinquency of the Zuma era'.​[74]​ This approach, in the words of one external observer, was a 'tactical separation of powers doctrine'.​[75]​ Huq's analysis of high-profile state capture cases at the ZACC before and after Zuma concludes that 'the Court’s interventions were methodologically varied; they helped different entities; and they tacked between short-term and long-term effects […] Rather than articulating a singular theory or jurisprudential decisions [sic], the Court's decisions are better understood as fluid and contingent responses to specific political risks'.​[76]​ He identifies such tactics as an efficient way of saving constitutional democracy, and one that could be replicated in other jurisdictions. On his view, in other words, the other edge of the legal sword can be blunted if wielded with sufficient skill.

	The difficulty with this position, however, is that when courts enter the political fray they become subject to the same legitimation constraints as other political actors.​[77]​ Encouraged by lofty judicial rhetoric, political parties opposed to Zuma invested significant political capital in the sanctity of certain judicial pronouncements. These attitudes were vividly displayed ahead of a ZACC ruling on whether a vote of no confidence in the President could be held by secret ballot. Opposition party activists, gathered outside the building, explained to journalists that 'the heroic courts, and the Constitutional Court in particular, are the only thing standing between a hapless public and a rapacious ANC'. One pointed at the Court: 'this here is our weapon … we know how to use it'.​[78]​ With such intense political scrutiny, comparisons between the Public Protector and 'a biblical David' could not help but entrench a certain political view of the Office's powers under law. Recently, for example, the courts have interdicted Mkhwebane's remedial action that Ramaphosa must discipline Pravin Gordhan for his involvement with the SARS 'rogue unit'. Whatever the actual legal merits of this interdict, is hardly surprising that opposition parties have attacked it as incompatible with the politically sacrosanct judgement in Economic Freedom Fighters: that Presidents must comply with the Public Protector's remedial actions until they are set aside in a court of law.​[79]​ These attacks have gone well beyond the courtroom, and as of late 2019 the Public Protector's powers were perhaps the central focus of political controversy in South Africa. The Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) are South Africa's third largest party. They split from the ANC Youth League in 2013, positioning themselves on the ANC's 'populist' left.​[80]​ On 22 July 2019 its leader, Julius Malema, delivered a speech at a rally outside the Gauteng High Court where he mobilised traditional rule of law ideas against a tactical jurisprudence attentive to the personality of particular appointees:

We don't care about Mkhwebane. Whether she's credible or not, that's none of our business. Our business is that office. Once it has taken remedial action you must implement those remedial actions […] Pravin Gordhan behaves like an untouchable politician in South Africa. So the EFF goes after the untouchables […] The EFF says it must be only with proper clearly outlined reasons as to why the remedial actions of the Public Protector must be interdicted. Because if you can interdict wily-nilly the remedial actions of the Public Protector then we can just as well close that office.​[81]​

Even the leader of the liberal Democratic Alliance - accused by some of 'playing a dangerous game with the Public Protector' - has declared that '[w]hatever the view one may hold of the Public Protector, the rule of law must be respected. The findings against Gordhan in relation to the SARS unit are serious'.​[82]​  





 	Recent events have largely confirmed these gloomy prognostications. The EFF, in particular, has made populist attacks on judges. It has been unwilling to abandon the themes of state capture and legal heroism after Zuma's departure. The narrative essentials remain unchanged: a small coterie surrounding an 'untouchable' politician (now Gordhan, not Zuma) are resisting exposure by a righteous alliance of the Public Protector and political opposition. When journalists and judges suggest otherwise it just proves they are themselves 'captured'.​[86]​ The only new feature is that race  has replaced greed as a central explanation for corruption's emergence. In 2016 some of Zuma's opponents in the ANC had already sought to explain his 'capture' by (indirectly) resurrecting allegations from the last days of the liberation struggle that a shadowy 'Indian cabal' had gained undue influence over anti-apartheid forces, most notably in the United Democratic Front [UDF]/Mass Democratic Movement in Kwa-Zulu Natal. This, some Zuma critics alleged, accounted for his close relations with Indian businessmen such as Schabir Shaik and the infamous Gupta family.​[87]​ After Zuma's recall the EFF leadership have revisited old claims that Pravin Gordhan has been part of 'UDF cabal' of Indians and whites working to undermine and capture 'African leadership' in the ANC; part of a wider EFF argument that endorsement by the late Winnie Madikizela-Mandela (famously condemned by the UDF in 1989) makes it the authentic inheritor of the liberation struggle.​[88]​ This ideological repositioning for the post-Zuma era was recently encapsulated in a speech delivered by Julius Malema at an EFF memorial service for Robert Mugabe: 

If the story had not leaked we will never know … that [Judge] Nugent met Pravin [Gordhan]. If Pravin can meet a judge, who is a journalist? Who is a journalist of [investigative reporters] amaBhugane? Who is a journalist of Scorpio [the investigative unit of the Daily Maverick]? They are the same. The pattern is the same. Let us treat amaBhugane, Scorpio, Daily Maverick the same way we treated [pro-Zuma] ANN7 and New Age. They are the same. They are anti-us. And we shall treat them as enemies […] We are children of Robert Mugabe, we are children of Winnie Mandela.​[89]​ 

	Such criticisms of judges are certainly not new in post-apartheid South Africa. Over the last decade or so ANC and Communist Party heavyweights have accused the courts of 'judicial dictatorship' and 'counter-revolutionary' tendencies.​[90]​ Yet in 2019 the mood has 'shifted palpably and become more menacing'.​[91]​ When awaiting judgement against him in a land occupation case Malema recently declared that:

'[y]ou must know that when you are EFF, you are the enemy of the Rothschilds, you are the enemy of the Ruperts [Johann Rupert, the second wealthiest person in South Africa, had publicly denied the existence of 'white monopoly capital'], you are the enemy of the establishment. The establishment is white monopoly capital, it’s the army, it’s the police, it’s the courts, every institution that existed 300 years ago [...] The judiciary is about to be captured, I’m warning you now and you’ll know, in the past five years, I’ve never misled you.​[92]​ 

The day after the Daily Maverick accused Malema of embezzlement a list of judges began circulating on social media. This purportedly identified those who had received payments from Cyril Ramaphosa’s 2017 ANC presidential campaign (see below). It also included the new head of the National Prosecuting Authority. It was notable that all the judges listed had made high-profile rulings against Zuma, the Public Protector, or the EFF. In September 2019 Chief Justice Mogoeng was forced to call a press conference denying allegations of a 'captured judiciary'.​[93]​

	It is perhaps too early to tell if such attacks have changed attitudes towards legal institutions. Yet state capture rhetoric can clearly have unintended consequences, shading into scapegoating and dangerously misidentifying targets for critique. Perry Anderson, for example, has recently drawn comparisons between the 'clean hands' investigations in Italy (1992-2003) and the 'car wash' investigations in Brazil (2014-). These, he argues, saw celebrity judges expose corruption on a grand scale and thus de-legitimise a (now criminal) political class, helping pave the way for right-wing populism in the form of Berlusconi and Bolsonaro.​[94]​ (Elsewhere in this volume Engelmann describes the ideological uses of the Italian example in the Brazilian investigations, whilst de Sa e Silva describes popular understandings of crusading judges as super-heroes. By the spring of 2016 Zuma's most radical supporters were themselves denouncing criticism of state capture as 'regime-change' engineered by the same imperialist forces busy deposing Dilma Rousseff in Brazil.​[95]​) 

	In South Africa, however, state capture had always been more than simply a crime. The rhetoric of law as a sword often identifies judges as a solution to this problem. To the extent that it has done so it has indulged a dangerous fantasy. As Friedman notes, state capture is 'a symptom of patterns established long before democracy’s advent'.​[96]​ For the majority of South Africans much has changed for the better since the end of apartheid.​[97]​ Yet those living in townships and informal settlements still lack recourse when confronted with the daily reality of poor services and dangerous conditions. Most dream of acceding to a middle class and formal employment that appear almost impossible to reach. The best hope remains attaching oneself as a client to patrons in the ruling party or politically-connected business circles. In this sense, as Beresford argues, at some least form of patronage politics - and 'a volatile politics of inclusion and exclusion' - appears to be an inevitable product of South Africa's distinctively skewed political economy.​[98]​ When the rhetoric of 'lawfare' serves to frame corruption as simply a matter of (criminal) choice it fulfils precisely those mystificatory and class-bound functions that E.P. Thompson was so  alive to. 

	Certainly, any hopes that state capture could be swiftly eradicated by moral renewal under Ramaphosa were bound to be dashed. The new President's triumph over Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma (Jacob Zuma's ex-wife) in the 2017 ANC leadership race could only be secured thanks a series of  compromises with the ANC 'patronage faction'.​[99]​ When new Public Protector Mkhwebane asserted that she had jurisdiction for a wide-ranging investigation into the financing of his campaign ('CR17'), this was widely interpreted in media and suburban circles as an anti-Ramaphosa ploy. But  details about this spending leaked by her office nonetheless 'left South Africans open-mouthed'.​[100]​ News that CR17 funds were distributed to figures from numerous political parties - not all associated with fighting state capture - has tarnished Ramaphosa's reputation. 
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